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Red River Region Calendar of Events
April 7
Monthly PCA Meeting
April 18
Rally, 1:00PM Frontier Subaru
May 5
Monthly PCA Meeting
May 8th (tentative) Spring Ramble to Narcisse
May 15
Autocross School, Spring’s Church
May 16
Rally, 1:00PM Frontier Subaru

Grapes, Leon’s Centre
Contact David Grant
Grapes, Leon’s Centre
Contact Tobias
Contact David Grant
Contact David Grant

Common Acronyms:
RRR
- Red River Region of the Porsche Club of America
WSCC
- Winnipeg Sports Car Club
Nord Stern - Minnesota Region of PCA operating primarily out of Minneapolis
CBIR
- Brainerd International Raceway (2 hours east of Fargo)
Autocross - navigation of pylons at relatively low speeds in parking lot
Pro-solo
- 3 lap run on the racetrack; 1 car on track at a time

Grapes Leon’s Centre is a proud supporter of the Red
River Region, Porsche Club of America.
*********************************************************************

1/24 scale, 27MHz. Full Function radio control. (Fwd, Reverse, and
turns both ways) uses 4 AA and one 9Volt battery. Black in color.
Some scratches but in GWC $40 or offer. Call Tobias, 668-9639
To advertise in the newsletter contact Tobias Theobald via email
1985944@mts.net or telephone 668-9639

Quiz Answers
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1. B- From “Panorama”, December 1998, page 38
2. A- From Panorama, May 2000, page 52
3. B- From Panorama, May 2000, page 54
4. D- From Panorama, June 2001, page 70
5. D- From Panorama, October 1998, page 68
6. C- From Panorama, March 2000, page 22
7. B- Panorama, June 1997, page 48
8. C- From Porsche Family Tree, page 17
9. D- From Porsche Family Tree, page 19
10. C
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President’s Column:
By Malcolm Hinds

In my last column, I set out an agenda for your Board. Here is a
report on how we are doing.
We have developed a revised Constitution and Bylaws based on our
learning experiences over the past four years. We feel that the new
document holds many improvements for our members. The highlights
of the changes were included in the last newsletter that went to our
members. The document has been approved by the PCA, having
previously gained the okay from our Zone Representative, Joe
Rothman. The full document is posted on the “members only” section
of our website (vista.pca.org/rev), along with the current constitution,
for comparison. It is planned to take a vote on acceptance at the
regular Cub meeting on May 5th. If you wish to vote but will be unable
to attend, please send your written proxy to the Secretary beforehand.
On the issue of privacy and the Federal Law that came into effect on
January 1st, 2004,
we have made great
progress.
The
Board has agreed
that the role of the
Privacy Officer shall
be an office held by
the
Secretary,
giving the issue of
privacy direct access
at the Board level. A
draft policy is
nearing completion
and will be issued
shortly. In terms of
implementation
several actions have
already been taken.
All members’ details
are kept within the
club and only those
with a “need to
4
know” are given

Two 14 inch Nardi wood steering wheels for sale. These are
authentic Nardis. One is in very good condition - $250.00; the other
has a crack in the wood which is reparable - $200.00. Call Gord at 9522969 or e-mail cdn914@mts.net .
1986 944 turbo drivers door, nearly flawless black paint, will fit any
924 -944 from about 1976 to 1992. $50 or offer. I paid $200 a couple of
years ago for what was likely the last one in MB. Call David, 269-0019
1971 911 Targa convertible, for parts, or to restore a rusty or bent
Targa. Not accident damaged, nearly rust-free, but suffered interior
fire damage. $2000 or offer. Call David, 269-0019
245-16" and 225-16" Comp TA R-1 and Hoosier tires, the stickiest
tires made. Two full sets, used; make an offer- I need room!
Call David at 269-0019
1986 944 Turbo R/C Car, Rare R/C 944 made by Nikko in 1984.
(Continued on page 22)
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our small group. Even though the tour took place in the evening, one
display showed that at that moment, there were over 4,600 aircraft
flying over North America. As a passing comment we were advised

Porsche Club Members stand in front of an old Radar screen at Nav
Canada. Our guide, Graeme Boyd is on the right.
that there are many more than that during the daytime hours.

sufficient information to undertake the task at hand. As well, you may
have noticed that e-mails no longer contain everyone’s name and
address – only your own. In addition, each e-mail contains a privacy
statement at the end that includes the method of opting out. If you
have any thought or concerns about what we are doing, please contact
the Privacy Officer and Secretary, Wayne Schellekens, or any member
of the Board.
On the front page of this newsletter, you will have noticed that our
Region logo has changed somewhat. This
was brought about by a new agreement
between the PCA, PCNA and Porsche AG,
which severely limited the ability of the
PCA and its Regions to use the Porsche
Crest, the word “Porsche”, Porsche font
and the outlines of the 911 and Boxster. I
am pleased to advise that due to rapid
actions by the members of your Board, our
Zone Representative, the PCA lawyer, the
PCNA, and Porsche AG, we were able to
go through several iterations and gain full
approval of our new design in a very short
Top: New Logo
timeframe. In parallel, we explored new
Bottom: Old Logo
ideas in the event that our first approach
failed. I would like to thank those who
contributed their ideas.

In thanks, our host was presented with a Porsche mug and a copy of a
recent issue of Panorama. He was told that we hoped it would
convince him to buy a Porsche and join our Club.

Finally, I repeat our perennial plea. Please let us know what events
you would like to see that we do not already have. As well, please
come to our meetings and participate in events. A few people put a lot
of effort into making these events happen and their only reward is to
see a good turn out!

Classifieds:

Here is to the arrival of spring and getting our beloved 4-wheelers
out of hibernation!

Wheels for 944 Turbo 16 inch 16x7 16x8 rear. 5 phone dials - (3
front 2 rear) , 4 flat dish (2 front 2 rear) $1000 takes it all.
Call Kurt Daunheimer 1-306-584-1507
(Continued on page 21)

Our Newest Member — Welcome To The PCA Family
•

Fernando Dias

1979 911
5

Editor’s Column:
By Tobias Theobald

First off I’d like to announcing the misprint in the last issue. It was
my mistake. The word search in the last issue should have had the
word BOXSTER not BOXTER. My apologies to any BoxSter owners
out there.
As Spring warms up and the days get longer you will see more news
on upcoming events. Check the website often. We have an event
calendar in the Ramblings, but the website is where you want to look
when you’re itching for some group events mid month. The website is
http://vista.pca.org/rev/ This is a great time to get involved as both
participant or organizer. Come on down to a meeting and check out
what we’re working on. A trip to Narcisse, an Autocross school and
more rallies are just some of the events coming up soon.
If you are interested in going to Narcisse Snake Pits, now’s the time to
let me know.
Give me a call at 668-9639 or email me
1985944@mts.net. I expect the Narcisse trip to take a good portion of
the day with the group returning home around 4-5 pm. We will stop
for brunch/lunch on the way there. I will need to know how many
people would like to go so I can coordinate the drive. Expect to put
approximately 200KM on your odometer this trip. Don’t forget your
camera, the snake pits are quite the fascinating sight to see.
Tentatively, the trip is scheduled for Saturday, May 8th 2004.
However since I can not control mother nature, a cool spring could
delay this trip by a week or so. We will leave from a Central location
around 9:30 to 10am and depending on our trip we may end back at
Grapes for a dinner. Hope to see you all there.
Survey results:
By Tobias Theobald

Unfortunately there weren’t a lot of surveys filled out. Those that I
did receive showed that rallies and country drives interest our
members. All of the replies indicated that the Red River Region does a
good job planning events, however only 1 reply indicated in interest in
organizing an event. We will look over the results and comments as a
board to hopefully build on the value a member receives from the club.
6

263 Gunn Road - Mailing Address: Box 57, GRP 512, RR 5,
Winnipeg, MB - Canada - R2C 2Z2
Phone. (204) 942-2600 or (204) 222-9191

-

Fax. (204) 222-7303

**********************************************************************

Visit to Winnipeg Air Traffic Control Centre
By: Malcolm Hinds

Eight members of the Club recently visited the Winnipeg Air Traffic
Control Centre (Nav Canada) and were provided with a very
informative tour by Graeme Boyd, a Supervisor Controller at the
Centre.
The facility controls all air traffic in an area bounded by the US
border to the south, an east-west line about 100 miles north of
Churchill, the Alberta / Saskatchewan border to the west and across
northern Ontario. As well as Winnipeg, the Centre also controls
landings and take offs at Regina, Saskatoon and Thunder Bay. A
major portion of traffic is the overflights of aircraft flying from the US
west coast en route to Europe, as well as the flights from Anchorage
to the Central and Eastern USA.
It was a very interesting tour with volumes of questions coming from
19

6. The primary difference between a 956 and 962 is:
A. Number of turbochargers
B. Suspension design
C. Wheelbase
D. Right versus left hand drive
7. The 993 engine’s valve springs consist of?
A. Progressive inner spring and linear outer spring
B. Progressive outer spring and linear inner spring
C. Linear outer and inner springs
D. Progressive inner and outer springs
8. What model year did air conditioning system become CFC free?
A. 1991
B. 1992
C. 1993
D. 1994

Evening of F1 Racing
By Tobias Theobald

The F1 Racing weekend went over well despite a small turnout. We
heated up some stuffed mushroom appetizers and tuned into the race.
TSN was delayed starting the race due to curling finals. We were able
to tune into Speed for the race.
The race was another testament to the strength of the Ferrari team.
Michael Schumacher won the race with a 34 second lead on third place
Fernando Alonso (the fastest non Ferrari of the race). Rubens
Barrichello took second on the podium with 13.6 seconds between him
and his teammate Michael.
After the race, we talked for about 2 hours before packing it in for the
evening. It was definitely an entertaining evening. This fall I will most
likely host a season closer “Afternoon of Racing”. The season closes in
Brazil on October 24th 2004.

9. Which Porsche uses a viscous coupling to drive its front wheels?
A. 1989 C4
B. 1991 C4
C. 1994 C4
D. 1995 C4
10. The company contracted by Porsche to build Boxsters’ in 1996
was?
A. SAAB
B. Karmen
C. Valmet
D. Peugot

Answers on Page 23:
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Award from the MS Society

Test your Porsche Knowledge

By:Malcolm Hinds

By: Mary Anne Nowakowski
(Reprinted from “Chicago Scene”)

Earlier this month, Malcolm Hinds, the Region’s President, was
honored at the Annual Multiple Sclerosis (MS) Volunteers Banquet
with the presentation of the Exceptional Achievement Award. The
plaque states, in part, “…in appreciation of his commitment and
dedicated efforts to the Elite Communications Cruisin’ Manitoba for
MS”.

1. 1973 and later 914’s have two rubber flaps on the bottom of the car
at the front edge of the engine compartment. The purpose of these
flaps is to:
A. Deflect mud and rocks
B. Aid in engine cooling
C. Reduce aerodynamic drag
D. Protect the floor then the car was stopped
2. The 1969 911E came with 14 inch wheels for:
A. Improved comfort
B. Lower final drive ratio
C. Less unsprung weight
D. Lower cost
3. Power brakes were first incorporated in the 911S beginning in what
year?
A. 1976
B. 1977
C. 1978
D. 1979

Malcolm Hinds (right) receiving the award from Kyla Denisuik, MS Society event
co-coordinator and Norman Velnes, Executive Director of the MS Society, Manitoba
Division

The award relates to his role as Porsche Team Captain when eleven
Porsches were entered in the Cruise, and a benefit showing of the
IMAX Top Speed movie raised almost $4,000 for the MS cause. As
well, Malcolm served on the MS Cruise advisory Board and in that
role, obtained other contributions (at no cost to the Society) such as
T-shirts for the volunteers, copies of Car Guide magazine for every
entrant in the Cruise, and free airline flights and passes to the
Toronto International Auto Show for the top prize winner.
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4. In the mid-1980’s, Porsche investigated ball bearing turbochargers.
They were rejected because:
A. They would explode
B. Oil control was a problem
C. They increased turbo lag
D. They were too noisy
5. The color of DOT 5.1 brake fluid is:
A. Blue
B. Red
C. Purple
D. Amber

Fuel such as Mohawk and Petro-Canada SuperClean® contains a 510% mixture of corn/grain based ethanol. Fuel companies claim that
modern engines are built to burn ethanol blend without negative
affects. However if you have an older Porsche you may want to be
selective with how often you fill up with this stuff. There are a few
negatives to fuel with “natural gas line antifreeze” first off ethanol
attracts moisture, but can’t absorb much of it. Moisture that isn’t
absorbed ends up in your engine. Ethanol is also a good solvent
capable of washing away lubricants. While this may keep your gas line
clean, it also washes away the very oil that lubricates your cylinder
walls. People have reported finding rust on cylinder walls and main
bearings of an engine that has been sitting after running ethanol blend.
Both Mohawk and Petro-Canada claim to use additives to reduce these
side affects.
All that aside, will higher octane get you more horsepower? In short
yes, to a degree. If your car's mixture and ignition timing is computer
controlled, your power output will be reduced if your fuel octane rating
is too low. If you are stuck in heavy traffic, you won’t see a difference.
If you have your throttle wide-open, alongside a similar car, your fuel
octane will make a difference. A dyno test would show that you may
get an increase of a couple ponies; a couple more if you go 94 octane,
avgas or race fuel.
My owner’s manual recommends 91 Octane, but I don’t get
knocking with 87 octane why spend more on Premium? Higher
octane fuels burn at a cooler temperature. That’s why they are used in
higher compression engines. Most cars can detect lower octane fuels
and electronically retard the ignition to prevent detonation. This is
good for occasional fill-ups, however the engine runs hotter causing
carbon build up. Eventually this could lead to sticking piston rings.
What’s avgas (100/130)? I wasn’t going to mention avgas, but to be
complete I will briefly explain. Avgas is High Octane Leaded Fuel
used for aviation. It has both RON and MON rating and is over 100
Octane. Avgas is regularly used at racetracks as it is quite available in
Manitoba. Avgas is however designed to run at a constant rpm.
I’m sure I haven’t answered the question of what gas you should use,
but that becomes opinion, not fact. I’ll leave that much up to you. Your
homework is half finished, all that’s left is the final decision or where to
spend your money.

Need For Speed: Porsche Unleashed
By Tobias Theobald

A few weeks of Need For Speed Racing have come and gone. We have
three regular racers; Malcolm Hinds, Curt Nordin and myself.
Wayne Schellekens has tried connecting on a few occasions but he
hasn’t been able to solve a technical issue that prevents him from
connecting to the game. There’s still room for more players. If you’re
interested, email me at 1985944@mts.net and I’ll add you to my email
list. Racing is open to everyone from beginners to pros and anything
from a keyboard user to those using computer racing wheels.
So far Curt Nordin has been the strongest racer with 8 victories out of
ten races on March 15th. Tobias and Malcolm each have one victory.
The Next race will be Monday April 12th 2004. Please download the
928GTS, 911GT3 Cup, and the 911 GT2 from the game spot website.
http://www.gamespot.com/pc/driving/needforspeedporscheu/downloads.html

It is encouraged that
anyone wanting to
join in on the action
practices in the
evolution mode of the
game since it allows
purchasing
and
upgrading cars you
own. These cars can
be used in multiplayer
games.
So far I plan on
running the racing
until end of May.
There will be a
summer break and
then the racing will
continue in the fall.
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Rally Report February 15, 2004
By: David Grant

The February Rally was different in a few ways. It started across the
street from the Boston Pizza where all our previous ones have started.
The folks at Frontier Subaru were very accommodating and generous.
They even entered a team of employees in the rally. They provided
coffee, donuts, Valentine treats, Subaru T-shirts and fridge
magnet/notice boards for all.
Cars left at 3 minute intervals, starting before 1:30 PM, and took
about 85 minutes to complete the course. Note that the top 5 in 2004
points finished BOTH rallies. (See Attached) Note how close the race
is for second place: 6 people within 3 points of second.
Once again we had great weather and beautiful scenery. The course
ran along Corydon, Wellington, through the Forks and old St.
Boniface, with snow sculptures along the way, along quiet riverfront
roads, and through St. Vital Park, all of them at their shiny winter
best. There were probably too many questions, but we nearly had a 3way tie for the lead in answers. Every one finished, and met for a great
time at Boston Pizza afterward. No one missed any of the checkpoints;
no one got stuck. Vicki and I had the points announced by the time
most were done eating. I gave the winning teams (The Schellekens
for answers, and Mo Girouard for time) each a Boston Pizza gift
certificate. If anyone has any ideas or a donation for a best novice
prize we would welcome suggestions. Anyone thinking of coming out
to their first Rally should consider: our best novices in January and
February have won major prizes. You, too, could win big your first
time out!
See you there.
Porsche Newsletter
By: Wayne Schellekens

Porsche Cars of North America has a free electronic newsletter
available from their web site. You'll find out everything about their
latest offers, important dates, events, new products and services - short
and to the point. Integrated links guide you quickly and easily to
detailed descriptions on the Internet.
Just visit the link at
http://www.us.porsche.com/english/usa/dialog/newsletter/
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Check your owners manual, there’s a chance that the Octane
recommendation in your manual is actually a RON number. Since the
RON number is always higher, a good rule of thumb to use is to
subtract 3 to get the equivalent pump octane. So if your Porsche
manual recommends RON 94 fuel, 91 octane fuel should be good.
Years ago I called Petro-Canada, Imperial Oil, Shell, and
Mohawk/Husky. Whereas I don’t remember the actual numbers, at
that time, in Winnipeg, the fuel with the highest MON on their
premium fuel was Petro-Canada. (before the Petro-Canada
SuperClean® days) Things have probably changed. The person
working the pumps won’t know more than lift the lever and squeeze
the handle on the pump nozzle, but contacting the supplier directly
will get you answers you want to know.
What about Ethanol blended
gasoline? Ethanol blended fuel
is an example of a higher
octane mixture called
oxygenated Fuel. There are
two types of oxygenated fuels;
MTBE and ethanol (a.k.a.
gasohol).
Oxygenated fuels get their
name because the alcohol
releases oxygen as it burns.
This leans out the mixture
slightly.
If you have a
carbureted vehicle you may want to fine tune your jetting to prevent
your engine from running hotter. Hotter running engines mean more
carbon deposits and this could eventually cause sticking rings, and
eventually, engine failure.
MTBE blended gasoline contains Methyl Tertiary-Butyl Ether, a
methanol blend based on Natural Gas. MTBE is uncommon in
Canada. Petro-Canada in Vancouver sells MTBE blended gas in their
94 Octane SuperClean. MTBE is more effective at raising octane than
ethanol, however there have been growing concerns in the USA with
increasing MTBE levels in drinking water in those areas where the
fuel is sold. This makes the sale of ethanol more desirable for the
Canadian Government.
15

Knock – sounds like a hammer hitting the engine.
detonation.

Caused by

Ping – sounds like a rattling coffee tin full of marbles. Caused by
detonation.
RON – Research Octane Number. This was the original method of
testing Octane. A special test engine designed to withstand knocking
is used with the fuel to be tested. The engine’s compression ratio is
adjustable. The engine is run at a set rpm while the compression ratio
is increased until it starts to detonate the fuel. The engine is run again
at the same compression level with two different types of fuel. Isooctane (knock resistant) fuel and N-heptane (knocks easily). These
fuels are mixed in different ratios until they show the same level of
detonation as the original test fuel. The RON number is the
percentage of iso-octane in the mixture used to get the matching
result.
MON – motor octane number. It was realized that the RON
measurement wasn’t accurate enough so another test was developed.
The MON test is much more stringent. The same test engine is used,
however this time detonation is created by adjusting several aspects of
the engine including load, rpm, and intake manifold temperature.
Although more accurate, a lower number is always generated.
AKI or (R+M/2) – antiknock index. Fuel companies avoided using
the more accurate MON number because it was lower. To prevent
confusion, the government made it mandatory for these numbers to be
averaged. This is the “octane number” you actually see on the pump.
Now-a-days fuel octane is commonly tested using electronic analyzers
rather than the engine tests mentioned earlier although they still
determine RON and MON numbers based on those guidelines.
Now that we’ve got our definitions down, what’s the best gas for
your Porsche? Well, what would you say if I told you that the fuel
with the highest octane isn’t necessary the least likely to knock?
Doesn’t this sound backwards? Lets compare two 91 octane fuels. Fuel
A is 94RON +88MON /2 = 91octane. Fuel B is 93RON +89MON /2
= 91octane. Since the MON number derived by tests closer to
everyday engine usage, Fuel A is actually more likely to detonate
because its MON number is lower.
14

2004 Manitoba Rally Championship Standings
By: David Grant

These totals include a bonus for each checkpoint seen. in the Feb.15
event. ** indicates a car with more than 1 navigator
Names
Wayne Schellekens
Kris Schellekens
Jensen/ Boulet
Terrick/ Ball
Plewes
Loewen / Marcoux
Migo-See-Mo **
Mularchuck **
Grant / Fagundes
Dueck **
Turner **
Hinds
Mcwilliams
M&M
Jim Hjorleifson
Jusen **
Uebele
Bell
Eastwood
Kostiuk/Wiebe
Burr/ Fridfinnson
Milne
Phillip Grant
Brown / Plante

January
Points
12
10
2
13
0
0
15
0
10
10
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

February
Points
18
18
15
10
17
0
17
0
11
0
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

March
Points
18
18
19
9
7
5
0
17
15
0
0
0
0
8
7
0
6
6
6
5
5
5
5

Total
Points
48
36
34
29
26
18
17
17
15
15
11
10
10
9
8
7
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
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Rally Report March 21, 2004
By David Grant

A Free Press writer put together a nice article on our Rallies in mid
March. Colour picture, customer interviews and all. Perhaps as a
result, we had 17 cars show up on a beautiful afternoon, March 21. To
make it easier for newcomers, I had them go around the block first (15
minutes: it is a big block!) then off everyone went on the main rally
course. I tried to ask really tough questions, but some teams were
very good and answered nearly all of them. Wayne, who is leading in
2004 points, brought a laptop with an MS Excel spreadsheet. That
saved me a lot of subtracting times in my head. Hour-minute-second
minus hour minute second about a hundred times! Vicki and I worked
at scoring answer sheets. Winners were announced while folks were
still eating and talking about their adventures. We have been insisting
that, for season points, there must be no more than 2 persons (over 5
yrs old) in the car. Some people still want to have extra eyes looking
for answers, and some want to have more friends along, though.

Valentine’s Day Evening Report
By: David Grant

The Valentine gathering got fewer responses than our Christmas
party. Some of the same folks came, and we all had fun. Kevin gave
everyone Hershey Valentine goodies. One couple were a bit late, so
while they ate, the rest of us had salad (their contribution). It was very
good.
As Vicki and I were finalists in the Winnipeg Sun Wedding giveaway,
and the final selection was to be on the 14th, we adjourned the party
early to move to the Rum Jungle about 9 pm.
We talked and showed picture albums until the moment of the final
draw. Vicki and I had drawn number 5 out of a hat, and thus were fifth
(of 24) to pick ring-boxes from a platter. Vicki
touched
one, but picked up another. The one she touched and did not pick up
was picked up by girl #6. On command each lady opened her
W.K.Chan ring-box. All were empty but the one picked by lady #6,
sitting right next to us, who won the $15,000 in prizes. Very exciting
conclusion to a very busy week. Couple #6 were featured in the Sun
12

**********************************************************************

What about Octane? Ethanol? RON? MON? AKI? Huh? Wha?
Help!
By: Tobias Theobald, Red River Region

I hear conversations very often about what’s the best gas, where to
buy the highest octane, and so on. Ten years ago, I set out on a hunt
to find the best pump gas to run in my motocross bike. I raced, but I
wasn’t prepared to spend the coin on VP or Sunoco race fuels. Since
then, people have asked for my opinion many times. Rather than
giving you my opinion, today I will give you the facts. But first, let’s
get some terminology down.
Detonation – Gasoline burns in an engine. When the temperature in
the combustion chamber gets too high, the fuel explodes. This is
called detonation. Detonation is harmful to your engine because an
explosion doesn’t drive the piston down in the same manner as the
intended controlled burn. (see: knock, ping)
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